Two Blue Diamonds
5 Pack Rapid Heavy Metal Water Lead (Pb) Test Strips

What is included?




High gloss designed sturdy box
5 individually foil wrapped lead test strips w/ moisture package
PPM Reading meaning (EPA Standards and Regulations for lead levels is .015 PPM (.015
mg/L)
o Anything over this level is deemed unhealthy and non safe

What is included?




High gloss designed sturdy box
5 individually foil wrapped lead test strips w/ moisture package
PPM Reading meaning (EPA Standards and Regulations for lead levels is .015 PPM (.015
mg/L)
o Anything over this level is deemed unhealthy and non safe

Instructions for use:




Dip entire strip into water for 1 second (or pass under water stream), remove. Do not shake
excess water from the test strip. Hold the strip level for 40 seconds, then compare with
color chart.
Important:
o Use immediately once foil bag has been opened.

What is lead?



The distribution of lead in the environment varies from place to place. Each of the following
sources of lead is discussed further below.
The most widespread source of lead today for U.S. children is in lead paint that remains in
older buildings. Lead may be found in and around workplaces that involve lead. Lead may
contaminate water, food, and beverages, but the contaminant cannot be seen, tasted, or
smelled. Lead may still be found in some commercial products. Some imported home
remedies and cosmetics contain lead. Lead concentrations in soil, air, and water can be
especially high near the sites of historic or ongoing mining operations or smelters. While
blood lead levels over time are consistently declining, it is still a serious health problem for
many, particularly children in urban areas.

How does lead get into drinking water sources?


Lead occurs in drinking water through leaching from lead-containing pipes, faucets, and
solder, which in turn can be found in plumbing of older buildings.

How much lead in water is too much?



EPA Standard and Regulations as a threshold of .015 PPM (.014mg/L)
Anything over this level is considered unhealthy and unsafe

Why choose Two Blue Diamonds lead test strips?









Fast Results in 41 seconds
97% Accurate Results
Lead PPM reading chart (KNOW WHAT LEAD LEVELS EXIST, NOT JUST WHETHER WATER
IS POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE)
At home testing, no expensive labs
5 pack as opposed to a single pack as most companies sell (MORE BANG FOR YOUR BUCK!!!)
3 Year Shelf Life From Manufacture Date
Measures between 0 and 500 PPM
Made in USA

